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Abstract: In 2020, there were 2.21 million new instances of lung cancer, making it the top cause of mortality globally, responsible for close to 
10 million deaths. The physicochemical problems of chemotherapy drugs are the primary challenge that now causes a drug’s low effectiveness. 
Solubility is a physicochemical factor that has a significant impact on a drug’s biopharmaceutical properties, starting with the rate at which it 
dissolves and extending through how well it is absorbed and bioavailable. One of the most well-known methods for addressing a drug’s 
solubility is mesoporous silica, which has undergone excellent development due to the conjugation of polymers and ligands that increase its 
effectiveness. However, there are still very few papers addressing the success of this discovery, particularly those addressing its molecular 
pharmaceutics and mechanism. Our study’s objectives were to explore and summarize the effects of targeting mediator on drug development 
using mesoporous silica with and without functionalized polymer. We specifically focused on highlighting the molecular pharmaceutics and 
mechanism in this study’s innovative findings. Journals from the Scopus, PubMed, and Google Scholar databases that were released during the 
last ten years were used to compile this review. According to inclusion and exclusion standards adjusted. This improved approach produced 
very impressive results, a very significant change in the characteristics of mesoporous silica that can affect effectiveness. Mesoporous silica 
approaches have the capacity to greatly enhance a drug’s physicochemical issues, boost therapeutic efficacy, and acquire superb features. 
Keywords: mesoporous silica, polymer, ligand, lung cancer

Introduction
Lung cancer, also known as bronchogenic carcinoma, refers to malignancies that begin in the lung parenchyma or within 
the bronchi. The most prevalent and lethal form of cancer in the world, lung cancer is expected to become more prevalent 
globally as tobacco use rises. Small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small-cell lung tumors (NSCLC), the latter of 
which is further split, are the two categories of lung cancer based on the cell of origin.1–5

A variety of modern therapies are used to treat lung cancer, including surgery, radiofrequency ablation, radiation 
therapy, chemotherapy, targeted medication therapy, and immunotherapy. Chemotherapy, which is used to inhibit the 
growth of cancer cells, frequently consists of several different drugs. It may be used prior to, following, or in conjunction 
with the use of other medications, such as immunotherapy. Usually, lung cancer patients receive their chemotherapy 
through an IV. However, there are other chemotherapeutic medication restrictions that affect their efficacy, including as 
their physicochemical properties.6–12

Physicochemical properties are an essential component of a drug’s pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profile, and they 
have a significant impact on the success rate of drug candidates during the preclinical development process. Poor solubility, 
chemical stability, or permeability are some examples of stated poor physicochemical qualities of drugs that can affect DMPK 
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and/or medication safety. These properties result in decreased GI tract absorption, which decreases oral bioavailability. This may 
influence productivity or the ability to obtain enough high exposures to support preclinical safety assessment investigations. 
High plasma protein binding, promiscuous binding, and off-target toxicity have all been associated with high lipophilicity.13–17

Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) have been shown to be a superb platform for the delivery of therapeutic 
molecules, improve bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs, improve stability, provide modified release like sustained or 
extended, and even provide targeted drug delivery system. A type of silica known as mesoporous silica is distinguished 
by its mesoporous structure, which consists of pores with a diameter ranging from 2 nm to 50 nm. The word 
“mesoporosity” is used by the IUPAC to describe the region between microporous (2 nm) and macroporous (>50 nm). 
A relatively recent advancement in nanotechnology is mesoporous silica.18–24

Mesoporous silica has been developed in the most recent year to overcome the physical and chemical limitations of 
a few chemotherapeutic drugs as well as to increase their efficacy. Many research papers indicate the effectiveness of the 
mesoporous silica system in improving anti-lung cancer medications. There is not a study or article review that discusses 
and summarizes this subject, though.25–29

In order to provide the primary source, which specifically discusses this subject, authors are encouraged to conduct 
study review articles. We also try to draw attention to the novelty of this development of functionalized polymer and 
targeting ligand in mesoporous silica, as well as how the system improves efficacy and its mechanism from a molecular 
pharmaceutic point of view.

Methodology
This review is based on articles retrieved from Scopus, PubMed, and Google Scholar using the precise keywords 
“mesoporous silica”, “lung cancer”, “functionalized polymer”, and “functionalized ligand”. We then omitted reviews, 
opinions, and unrelated subjects. The databases are only able to acquire information on a certain topic, such as 
“mesoporous silica in pharmaceutical formulations with and without functionalized polymer or ligand”. Figure 1 displays 
the methodology’s flowchart.
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Mesoporous Silica
How Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles are Synthesized?
Mesoporous silicas were discovered in the early 1990s by scientists at Mobil Oil Company and Kuroda et al, partly in 
response to the need to broaden the applications of zeolites.30–32 The new zeolites were created to handle molecules that 
were too large to fit in the micropores of the existing zeolites. These new zeolites have well-ordered pores that range in 
width from 2 to 10 nm. The range of molecules that might fit within the pores was further broadened by Stucky et al 
creation of materials with pores that were even wider (up to 30 nm).33 Mesoporous materials have the ability to carry out 
the same functions as zeolites, which was immediately realized. They quickly found use in the areas of adsorption, ion 
exchange, molecular sieving, and catalysis.34–39 It did not take long to recognize that the well-ordered pores’ new 
dimension could result in whole new kinds of applications. Mesoporous silicas, for instance, were utilized as templates 
for some of the first synthetic processes of conductive carbon nanowires or to accelerate the production of conductive 
polymers within their pores.40–44 The use of synthetic mesoporous silicas for environmental cleanup was also suggested; 
after being functionalized with mercaptopropyl groups, the materials demonstrated their ability to remove heavy metals 
from water.45,46 Daz and Balkus showed that even molecules as large as proteins might be immobilized in mesoporous 
materials.47 Vallet-Regi et al demonstrated the loading and gradual release of ibuprofen from the materials in solution 
before recommending the usage of mesoporous materials for drug release.48,49 Other significant applications included the 
creation of sensors and energy transfer devices.50–55 All of these early applications, albeit intriguing, were still 
constrained by an inability to control particle morphology and size. The range of uses for mesoporous silicas would 
expand further if it was possible to create particles with well-defined forms and uniform sizes. Figure 2 illustrates the 
fundamental structure of mesoporous silica nanoparticles.56

Literature Search (n = 128)

Exclude Review/Original 
Articles (n = 14)

Not Relevant Articles (n=14)
Initial screening (n = 100) 

Final Article (n = 89)
Supplementary (n = 72)

Non functionalized (n = 9)
Functionalized polymers (n = 4)

Functionalized ligand (n = 4) 

Excluded Articles with non 
English journal  (n = 2)

Secondary  screening (n = 98) 

Excluded Articles in final 
screening  (n = 9)

Figure 1 Flowchart of the methodology.

(a)

(b)
(c)

Figure 2 The introduction of functional groupings in various MSN regions: (a) at the external surface, (b) at the pore entrances, or (c) within the walls. Data from Slowing II et al.56
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Fabrication of Silica Mesoporous
Sol Gel Method
The wet chemical method known as the sol-gel process is popular in the fields of ceramic engineering and materials 
science. This procedure is also known as the chemical solution deposition method. The sol-gel method begins with the 
preparation of a colloidal suspension (also known as sol) for the formation of an inorganic network and continues with 
the gelation of the sol to create the network in a continuous liquid phase (also known as gel). The precursors that are 
utilized to create these colloids typically include a metal or metalloid element that is encircled by a variety of reactive 
ligands. When the beginning material comes into contact with water or diluted acid, the processed starting material 
transforms into a sol. The gel is created by removing the liquid from the sol, and the sol/gel transition determines the 
particle size and form. Oxide is created during the calcination of the gel. The majority of the sol-gel chemistry processes 
are based on the hydrolysis of metal alkoxides, which is followed by the condensation of matching oxides and mixed 
oxides with various stoichiometry.57,58 These days, many diverse morphologies of mesoporous materials are synthesized 
using this approach. Different templates, including cat-ion surfactants, triblock copolymers, and organic small molecules, 
can be utilized as the structure-directing agents in the sol-gel method for the creation of mesoporous materials.59

Template Assisted Technique
The well-known and less expensive template assisted approach can be used to create ordered mesoporous materials. This 
method creates mesoporous materials using a template. It can be divided into two groups: endotemplate (soft matter 
templating) and exotemplate technique (hard matter templating). A surfactant (a structure-directing agent) is employed as 
a template in endotemplate to create ordered mesoporous materials60 Endotemplate, which is depicted in Figure 3,56 is 
a soft matter templating approach because no hard template solids are utilized. A porous solid is utilized as the template 
in the exotemplate method (also known as “nanocasting”) in place of the surfactant. Thus, “hard-matter templating” is 
another name for this technique.An inorganic precursor is used to fill the hollow areas that serve as the framework for the 
exotemplate, and it is then converted (cured) under the right circumstances. After removing the filled exotemplate 
framework,60 the pore system of the template is therefore replicated as a “negative image”, and integrated material is 
created with a significant specific surface area.

Microwave Assisted Technique
Since its discovery in 1992, the microwave hydrothermal process has been used to quickly synthesize a variety of 
ceramic oxides, hydroxylated phases, porous materials, and metal powders. In terms of research technology, the process 
of creating molecular sieves with microwave assistance is relatively new. Several different forms of zeolite, including 
zeolite A, Y, Mobil Composition of Matter No. 41 (MCM-41), are produced using this method. This method has many 
advantages over conventional processes, including quick heating to crystallization temperature, quick super saturation 
through the quick dissolution of precipitated gels, and a shorter crystallization time than traditional autoclave heating, 
which has been acknowledged.61

Chemical Etching Technique
This method uses structural variations between a silica core/mesoporous silica structure’s core and shell to create hollow 
type mesopores, which are then used to construct hollow interiors. This method allows for the synthesis of highly 
dispersed hollow mesoporous silica with adjustable pore sizes, which can be employed as a transporter for anticancer 

Surfactant 

Precursor

Figure 3 The endotemplate approach for porous materials (soft matter templating). Data from Niesz et al.59
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medication (doxorubicin) with a high loading capacity (1222 mg/g). With mesoporous silica serving as the shell and 
inorganic nanocrystals like Au, Fe2O3, and Fe3O4 as the core, this method can be utilized to create many types of 
heterogeneous hollow type nanostructures. To manage particle/pore size and shape, classic approaches such as soft/hard 
templating techniques and materials self-templating to generate mesoporous materials have had mixed results. The 
fabrication of uniform soft/hard templates is necessary for the traditional soft/hard templating methods for hollow 
materials, and their surface functionalization is accomplished through the deposition of heterogeneous shells. The 
traditional soft/hard templating methods’ calcination process for removing the cores also heavily depends on composi-
tional variations.62

Functionalized of Silica Mesoporous
One of the effective methods for surface functionalizing MSNs is the grafting of polymers from their surfaces. In the field 
of materials science, the development of polymeric chains from MSNs is crucial since it gives MSNs the appropriate 
characteristics for a variety of applications.63 The most popular grafting methods are based on a variety of surface- 
initiated polymerization processes, including nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMP), atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP), and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT). The fields of 
medication distribution, catalysis, and sensing are just a few where the polymer functionalized MSNs can be applied 
with ease. Both physical and covalent attachments of polymer chains to MSNs are depicted in Figure 3 (physisorption 
and chemisorption, respectively). Since it is noncovalent in nature and reversible, the physio sorption method is typically 
not a good methodology. The irreversible compatibility of covalent bonding between organic and inorganic groups makes 
it a preferred approach for chemical grafting. There are two ways to perform chemical grafting, including “grafting-to” 
and “grafting-from”. While grafting-from entails altering the surface of MSNs with an initiator, followed by surface- 
initiated polymerization, grafting-to uses covalent bonding by reacting pre-synthesized macromolecules containing 
specified groups with specific groups affixed on the inorganic surface. Controlled radical polymerization techniques, 
such as RAFT, ATRP, or NMP (Figure 4),64 can be used to build polymer chains.

Mesoporous silica nanoparticles have a wide range of applications, including drug delivery, coating, sensing, and the 
growing subject of catalysis. MSNs are able to withstand a variety of alterations that are easily anchored on their surface 
because of their large surface area, biocompatibility, chemical stability, and customizable porosity design.65–67 As 
a result, methods for modification and functionalization, such as the co-condensation method, the encapsulation process, 
and post-synthesis procedures like grafting to and grafting-from, are currently attracting a lot of attention. MSNs are 
being thoroughly researched as smart systems that can be used for controlled and targeted medication delivery systems 

Figure 4 Schematic illustration for the production of MSNs grafted with a copolymer of positively charged quaternary amines and PEG using RAF and addition- 
fragmentation equilibria during RAFT polymerization. (I) Immobilization of the RAFT agent using the equal molar quantity of diisopropylcarbodiimide(DIC) and 
diisopropylethylamine(DIPEA) as catalysts, (II) The RAFT polymerization of PEGMA and PDMAEA at 70 °C under an argon atmosphere in the presence of 2.2′-azobis 
(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN), and (III) The final product, namely as MSN-PEG+. Data from Sahoo et al.65
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because of their low toxicity and high drug loading capacity. Finding effective ways to direct ligands toward the specific 
sick location has proven to be challenging. The idea of a stimuli-responsive drug release system considers the controlled, 
targeted release of the necessary dosage of medication.68 In many situations, it is possible to use both internal and 
exterior stimuli, including pH, temperature, light, magnetic fields, electric fields, ultrasounds, and redox potential.

By utilizing hybrid MSNs, Paris et al demonstrated a novel method for stimuli-responsive systems. These hybrid- 
MSNs have a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) below 37°C, operate as nano-gates sensitive to ultrasound 
stimulations, and are covered with dual temperature and ultrasound-responsive copolymer. When ultrasound is applied, 
copolymer alters its physical state at the appropriate temperature, allowing loaded molecules to escape from carriers. In 
order to demonstrate their ability to exclusively cause cell death when this hybrid system was exposed to ultrasound, 
doxorubicin-loaded hybrid MSNs were incubated with LNCaP (androgen-sensitive human prostate cancer) cells, as 
shown in Figure 5.69

According to Zheng et al, block copolymer serves as the shell and thermo- and pH-responsive nanocarrier silica acts 
as the core. Methacrylic acid (MAA) and N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) were polymerized on the silica surface using 
surface-initiated RAFT (SI-RAFT). Doxorubicin (DOX) was more effectively loaded onto the polymer-grafted MSNs, 
and these dual-responsive nanoparticles were employed as a drug carrier. The surrounding media’s pH and temperature 
also affect how quickly drugs are released. While particles were distributed in an aqueous medium at high pH and low 
temperatures, agglomeration was only seen under acidic and raised temperature conditions (Figure 6). 70

The Use of Mesoporous Silica in Cancer Treatment
Although chemotherapy is a significant anti-tumor treatment in clinical practice today, its efficacy is constrained by its 
low selectivity, substantial systemic toxicity, and multidrug resistance. Due to its distinct features, such as simple large- 

Figure 5 An example of how a dual-responsive system behaves in watery medium. Data from Paris et al.69
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scale manufacture, changeable uniform pore size, huge surface area, and pore volumes, mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
(MSNs) have recently become intriguing drug delivery systems (DDSs). While mesoporous silica-based DDS can 
enhance chemotherapy to some amount, MSN-based chemotherapy has a synergistic impact when combined with 
other cancer medicines, significantly enhancing therapeutic results.71

MSNs with wide pore widths, a variety of functionalities, simplicity of modification, and strong biocompatibility are 
the ideal materials to create such synergistic nanoplatforms because they can act as therapeutic agents in treatments that 
are added on top of chemotherapy as well as drug carriers. MSN-based nano-systems highlighted the benefits of dual- or 
multi-modal therapy by integrating chemotherapy with other therapeutic modalities such as immunotherapy, gene 
therapy, phototherapy, magnetic hyperthermia therapy, and sonodynamic therapy. According to expectations, the majority 
of the reported cases show that MSN-mediated combination therapy produced at least a 1 + 1 > 1 effect in cells or 
animals, offering experimental support for additional interesting MSN-based delivery system uses. There is not 
a combination that is objectively better because each combination includes pros and cons. However, given that 
immunotherapy using PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies, CTAL-4 antibodies, and CAR-T treatment has recently been disclosed 
as a potent clinical method for treating cancer, the chemo-immuno combination therapy may have the most promising 
future for further clinical translation.71

Though preliminary results from in vitro and in vivo testing of MSN-based combination chemotherapies have been 
promising, a number of obstacles must yet be overcome before these nanoparticles may be used in clinical settings. The 
multimodal therapeutic platforms used in this review, nanocomposites, call for extensive biosafety testing as well as more 
thorough pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic assessments of each contributing component in the complexes. Further 
research must be done on the ideal dosage ratio between chemotherapeutics and other therapeutic agents. In order to 
maximize the synergistic benefits, combination medicines should also be strategically integrated. To do this, they should 
achieve interlocking effects and intelligent drug delivery and release mechanisms. Last but not least, increasing the 
ability of MSN-based nanocomplexes to target cancer and creating simpler ways to make them are both top priorities. 
The study on MSN-based chemotherapeutic combination medicines is still in its infancy, but as our knowledge of 
materials and illnesses grows, so are the potential MSN-based DDS applications. Chemotherapy-based nano-systems that 
make use of biocompatible MSNs will undoubtedly have a bright future and considerable promise for clinical 
translation.71

Result and Discussion

The Use of Silica Mesoporous in Lung Cancer Treatment
The non-functionalized mesoporous silica Co-delivery has been suggested to maximize the effectiveness of cancer 
treatments while using the fewest possible doses of each medicine (Table 1). For a comparative therapeutic efficacy in 
lung cancer, this study have investigated the effectiveness of co-delivery of anticancer medicines and survivin siRNA in 

Folic acid Drug

High temperature / low pH

Low temperature / high pH

: :Polymer

Figure 6 Synthesis of a dual-responsive drug delivery system illustrated. Data from Zheng et al.70
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Table 1 Poorly Water-Soluble Anticancer Drugs Encapsulated into Mesoporous Silica

No API Polymer/ Ligand Method Study Objective Ref.

1 Si-RNA - Cetrimonium 
bromide template

To investigate the comparative therapeutic efficacy of co- 
delivering anticancer medicines and survivin siRNA in the 

mesoporous silica nanoparticles for lung cancer.

[72]

2 Ruthenium - Modified sol-gel 

method

To learn about the possible uses of bioreducible and 

traceable nanoprodrugs for effective and secure nonsmall 

cell lung cancer treatment.

[73]

3 Bortezomib 
and p53 gene

- Solvent 
evaporation

To create a bortezomib and tumor-suppressor gene co- 
delivery system based on hollow mesoporous silica 

nanospheres for the treatment of p53 signal deficient 

NSCLC.

[29]

4 Doxorubicin 

hydrochloride

- Solvent 

evaporation

To examine the properties of DOX loaded mesoporous 

silica nanoparticles, doxorubicin hydrochloride must be 
carried and delivered in vivo.

[74]

5 Paclitaxel - Adsorption 
equilibrium

To improve the treatment of lung cancer by creating 
paclitaxel-mesoporous silica nanoparticles with a core-shell 

shape that will dissolve the drug more quickly.

[75]

6 Extracted fish 

oil

- - To analyze cell migration, IL-8, NF-B, and miRNA-21 

expression in adenocarcinoma (A549) and 

mucoepidermoid (NCI-H292) lung cancer cells in order to 
determine the anti-cancer effects of a formulation of 

omega-silica in aqueous ethanol.

[76]

7 Bortezomib - Solvent 

evaporation

To create and develop hollow, mesoporous silica 

nanospheres encapsulated with bortezomib as a potent 

drug delivery method.

[77]

8 Curcumin - Wet impregnation To create curcumin/mesoporous silica SBA-15 composite 

particles for pulmonary administration of treatment for 
metastatic lung cancer.

[28]

9 - - Hydrothermal To first show that the whole endocytosis of mesoporous 
silica nanoparticles into active human lung cancer cells 

(A549) can be observed using differential interference 

contrast microscopy without the need of fluorescent 
labeling.

[78]

10 siRNA Polyethylenimine, 
PEGylation, fusogenic 

peptide KALA 

modification

co-precipitation Using magnetic mesoporous silica nanoparticles as a basis, 
a novel siRNA delivery vector was created and then 

modified with fusogenic peptide KALA, PEGylation, and 

polyethylenimine (PEI) capping.

[25]

11 Doxorubicin Polydopamine and 

d-a-tocopheryl 
polyethylene glycol 1000 

succinate

Chemical 

modifications

To create a doxorubicin nanocarrier system using 

functionalized polydopamine-coated mesoporous silica 
nanoparticles and d-a-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 

succinate for the treatment of drug-resistant nonsmall cell 

lung cancer.

[26]

12 Doxorubicin PEG - To enhance the doxorubicin-loaded mesoporous silica 

nanocontainer’s anti-cancer effectiveness Cyclodextrin, 
PEG, disulphide stalk moieties, and silica.

[79]

(Continued)
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the MSNs. Findings showed that such a combinational strategy led to increased therapeutic efficacy via synergistic 
medication activity while inhibiting the activity of survivin protein. In light of this, lung cancer therapy in the future may 
benefit greatly from evolving strategy.72

Another study of non-functionalized mesoporous silica had been conducted for the cancer treatment with ruthenium 
based. The drugs show promise, but they lack precise targeting and controlled release capabilities. The purpose of this 
study was to design and manufacture a new class of bioreducible mer-Ru(III)Cl3(dmso)(L) prodrugs with high DNA 
binding affinity for nucleus-targeted treatment and selective activation in response to the tumor microenvironment. In this 
context, increased intracellular glutathione levels caused ruthenium(III) prodrugs to be converted into highly active 
ruthenium(II) drugs, which led to tumor apoptosis via synergistic intercalation that prevented DNA replication and 
coordination that cleaved nuclear DNA. To enable multiple targeting and eGFP-based fluorescence imaging of nonsmall 
cell lung cancer, a multifunctional nanodrug (Ru-MSN-PLip) was created by combining RuDPNI prodrug-loaded 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles with a fusion protein-incorporated liposome. Ru-MSN-PLip accomplished sequential 
delivery and increased anticancer effectiveness thanks to nuclear DNA targeting by Ru(III) prodrugs and fusion protein- 
based cancer cell recognition. Additionally, Ru-MSN-PLip demonstrated sustained blood flow and selective accumula-
tion in tumors, which greatly reduced tumor progression in vivo while exhibiting no discernible damage. Our research 
demonstrated the potential uses of these bio reducible and traceable nano prodrugs for effective and secure non-small cell 
lung cancer treatment.73

A proteasome inhibitor known as bortezomib (BTZ) encapsulated hollow mesoporous silicon nanospheres (HMSNs) 
has been developed as a biocompatible and efficient drug-delivery system for the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC). Then, researchers discovered that in p53 null/mutant NSCLC, the tumor-suppressing efficacy of BTZ or 
HMSNs-BTZ was diminished. Clinical trials have demonstrated a positive impact of p53 gene therapy and chemother-
apeutic medicines in treating NSCLC patients, particularly those with the p53 gene null/mutant NSCLC. But using viral 
vectors for gene delivery raises certain safety and toxicity issues. For the treatment of p53 signal deficient NSCLC, 

Table 1 (Continued). 

No API Polymer/ Ligand Method Study Objective Ref.

13 - Mobil Crystalline Material- 

41

Precipitation To describe the intravenous (i.v.) distribution of this 

technology for the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC).

[80]

14 Doxorubicin 
and gefitinib

Cetuximab Solvent 
evaporation

Create a mesoporous silica nanoparticle with a cetuximab 
cap as the drug carrier to effectively deliver loaded 

medicines to EGFR-mutant lung cancer cells.

[81]

15 Myricetin and 

MRP-1 siRNA

Folic acid Solvent 

evaporation

To create mesoporous silica nanoparticles with MRP-1 

siRNA myricetin attached.

[27]

16 Doxorubicin MT2- AF5p Solid phase Find a membrane-type 2 matrix metalloproteinase that is 

active in human lung cancer.

[82]

17 Metformin Hyaluronic acid Solvent 

evaporation

Increase the therapeutic effectiveness of Metf in CD44- 

overexpressing A549 lung cancer cells by using a tailored 

nano-delivery method.

[83]

18 - EGFR antibody Sol-gel To create a brand-new method for pyrrolidine-2, a cPLA2 

inhibitor, to be delivered to non-small cell lung cancer cells.

[84]

19 - Folic acid Precipitation Targeted lung cancer cell imaging was achieved by 
fabricating mesoporous silica coated CdTe QDs fluorescent 

materials employing mesoporous silica nanoparticles as 

imprinting materials, CdTe QDs as signal transducers, and 
folic acid as a template molecule.

[90]
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HMSN-based co-delivery of BTZ and the tumor suppressor gene p53 was created. The half-maximum inhibitory 
concentration (IC50) of HMSN-PEI-BTZ-p53 was 51% or 25% of that for HMSN-BTZ in 72 or 96 h treatment, 
respectively, according to the results of the cell viability assay on p53-mutant H1299 cells. The HMSNs-PEI-BTZ-p53 
group showed increased dead staining when compared to the HMSNs-BTZ group with a comparable BTZ concentration, 
which was consistent with accumulating p53 expression. The live/dead staining assay for treated H1299 cells showed 
wider distribution. Additionally, the Annexin V-FITC/PI assay revealed that HMSNs-PEI-BTZ-p53-induced restored p53 
expression caused early apoptosis to be activated, which accelerated later cell death. Results from Western blotting and 
real-time PCR demonstrated that multiple p53 downstream genes (accumulation of p21 and bax, activation of caspase 3, 
downregulation of Bcl-2, etc.) responded substantially and synergistically to BTZ action and restored p53 expression. 
The primary molecular mechanism for the increased effectiveness of HMSNs-PEI-BTZ-p53 on p53-mutant NSCLC cells 
was the restoration and reactivation of the p53 signal pathway.29

Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) loaded MSNs (MSNs@DOX) were employed in a study to carry and administer 
the drug in vivo. The findings demonstrated that DOX was successfully loaded into MSNs with an average diameter of 
88–11 nm, which considerably improved DOX’s anticancer efficacy against lung cancer both in vitro and in vivo when 
compared to a conventional DOX treatment. Through the caspase family and the release of cytochrome C, MSNs@DOX 
significantly increased apoptosis. Furthermore, both in vitro and in vivo cell invasion and migration were severely 
suppressed. The higher permeability and retention period of the nanoparticles, according to the study, may have 
contributed to the improved effect of MSNs@DOX on tumor cells. The molecular mechanism behind the anti- 
metastasis action may be related to the reduction of VEGF-mediated angiogenesis, according to Matrigel plug assays 
and Western blotting experiments. Results present a fresh viewpoint on the use of nanoparticles in metastasis 
prevention.74

To enhance the solubility of paclitaxel (PAC) and enhance its therapy of lung cancer, paclitaxel-mesoporous silica 
nanoparticles with a core-shell structure (PAC-csMSN) were employed as a nanodrug delivery system. By using the 
adsorption equilibrium approach, PAC was loaded into core-shell mesoporous silica nanoparticles (csMSN), which had 
an amorphous mesoporous structure. Studies conducted in the lab and on animals revealed that csMSN boosted PAC’s 
lung absorption and accelerated its breakdown. The PAC-csMSN used for pulmonary administration in rabbits had an 
area under concentration-time curve (AUC) value that was 2.678 times greater than that obtained with the PAC. A lung 
biopsy performed 3 days after continuous treatment revealed no evidence of irritation. According to results of cell 
apoptosis obtained by flow cytometry, PAC-csMSN was more effective than pure PAC at causing cell death. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) were used to study PAC- 
csMSN’s absorption in A549 cells. The acquired results showed that the cellular absorption of csMSN into the cytoplasm 
was time dependent. All of these findings show that csMSN can be used to provide medications that are poorly water- 
soluble via pulmonary inhalation for the treatment of lung cancer.75

Mesoporous silica particles that have been functionalized with recently extracted fish oil (Omeg@Silica) had greater 
anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects on non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines than fish oil alone. 
Unknown mechanisms may be at work to explain this effectiveness. To understand the anti-cancer effects of 
a formulation of Omeg@Silica in aqueous ethanol (FOS) in adenocarcinoma (A549) and mucoepidermoid (NCI- 
H292) lung cancer cells, as well as to evaluate cell migration, as well as to assess the expression of IL-8, NF-B, and 
miRNA-21, is the purpose of the current study. The findings demonstrate that FOS was more effective than oil alone in 
reducing cell migration and IL-8 gene production in both cell lines. FOS decreased IL-8 protein release in both cell lines, 
but only in A549 did it have a greater impact than the oil alone. FOS was able to lower the nuclear expression of 
miRNA-21 and the transcription factor NF-B in A549. Together, these findings suggest the Omeg@Silica’s prospective 
usage as an adjunctive therapy for NSCLC. There is a need for focused investigations that demonstrate clinical efficacy.76

The use of hollow mesoporous silicon nanospheres (HMSNs) to encapsulate BTZ for drug delivery is described in 
this work. The half-maximum inhibitory concentration (IC50) of HMSNseBTZ was 42% of that for free BTZ in 48 
h treatments in an in vitro cell viability experiment on human NSCLC H1299 cells. Additionally, an in vivo tumor- 
suppression experiment revealed that HMSNseBTZ (0.3 mg/kg) exhibited almost 1.5 times the anti-tumor effectiveness 
of free BTZ. Additionally, it has been suggested that the enhanced anticancer efficacy of HMSNseBTZ may be caused by 
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more robust induction of cell cycle arrest and apoptotic cell death, as well as accelerated activation of Caspase 3 and 
autophagy. At the very least, the presence of wild-type p53 signaling increased the tumor-suppressing effects of 
HMSNseBTZ, indicating a possible improvement in therapeutic efficacy with p53 gene therapy and BTZ-based 
chemotherapy. The HMSNs-based nanoparticles are thus emerging as a promising platform to deliver therapeutic agents 
for favorable clinical outcomes by lowering doses and frequency of drug administration as well as reducing potential side 
effects.77

Here, curcumin is added to the mesoporous substance SBA-15 to create porous composite particles. The therapeutic 
impact of curcumin on lung cancer has also been studied. The composite material’s decreased surface area and pore 
diameter provided evidence that curcumin had been added to the host material SBA-15, and FT-4 and NGI examined the 
composite material’s aerodynamic performance. The mesoporous materials displayed good biocompatibility at 10–400 g/ 
mL, as demonstrated by phagocytosis assays on RAW264.7, the toxicity of material extracts on BEAS-2B cells, and the 
hemolysis experiments. The therapeutic impact of lung cancer following inhalable administration was studied using the 
B16F10 melanoma metastatic lung mice model. It was discovered that the group receiving curcumin composite particles 
lost body weight more gradually and acquired lung disease more gradually than the group receiving curcumin crude, 
suggesting that the composite particles may have a tumor-inhibiting function.28

Mesoporous silica was employed in a distinct study to show, for the first time, that differential interference contrast 
(DIC) microscopy may be used to see the whole endocytosis process of MSN into living human lung cancer cells (A549) 
without the need of fluorescence staining. Motion, shape, and vertical position are three physical observables that 
describe the locations of MSN and the stages of the endocytosis procedure. The MSN experienced considerable 
Brownian motion in the cell growth media when it was outside the cell. The MSN’s range of motion was severely 
constrained when it became caught on the cell membrane. The cytoplasm is more viscous than the cell growth medium, 
and the cellular cytoskeleton networks function as impediments, thus after the MSN entered the cell, it resumed mobility 
at a much slower rate. The creation of a vesicle after the MSN was caught on the cell membrane and before it entered the 
cell also caused shape changes around the MSN. Finally, we captured the MSN’s location in three dimensions by 
connecting a motorized vertical stage to the DIC microscope. Studies of selectively targeted drug administration based on 
endocytosis require such precise 3D particle tracking capability in living cells.78

The Impact of Polymer Addition on Mesoporous Silica for Lung Cancer 
Treatment
A new siRNA delivery vector based on magnetic mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MMSNs) has been developed using 
functionalized mesoporous silica. The M-MSNs’ mesopores were used to hold the siRNAs, which were then modified 
using fusogenic peptide KALA, polyethylenimine (PEI) capping, and PEGylation to create the nanocarrier. The resulting 
delivery system demonstrated improved tissue biocompatibility and biosafety, increased cell membrane translocation and 
endosomal escapability, and prolonged half-life in bloodstream. In subdermal and orthotopic lung cancer models, 
systemic delivery of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) siRNA via this nanocarrier led to exceptional tumor 
suppression, tumor metastasis was also greatly decreased, and overall survival was enhanced. Additionally, the functio-
nalized fluorescent markers and the magnetic core of the particles made it simple to image the target tissues in vivo. All 
things considered, this M-MSNs-based siRNA delivery method has demonstrated excellent potential for use in the 
treatment of cancer.25

To increase doxorubicin efficacy, a second research of functionalized mesoporous silica polymers was conducted. In 
this study, doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded mesoporous silica nanocontainer Si-SS-CD-PEG was subjected to hyperthermia to 
increase its anti-cancer effectiveness. The cyclodextrin gatekeeper’s glutathione-mediated breakdown was thought to be 
stimulated by heat, leading to the release of DOX from the carrier and cell death brought on by DOX. Only when GSH 
was present in the suspension did DOX-loaded Si-SS-CD-PEG in PBS begin to release from the carriers, and heating at 
42C marginally accelerated this process. Heating considerably boosted both the release of DOX from the internalized 
carriers and the GSH content in A549 cells. Clonogenic death and apoptosis were significantly elevated in the cancer 
cells treated with carriers when heated at 42C. A549 cells had a higher GSH content than L-132 cells, and they were 
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much more susceptible to Si-SS-CD-PEG loaded with DOX at both 37C and 42C. The GSH-mediated release of DOX 
from DOX-loaded Si-SS-CD-PEG was accelerated by hyperthermia. Additionally, heat significantly increased the 
amount of GSH in cancer cells, which increased the release of DOX from internalized carriers and facilitated DOX- 
induced clonogenic and apoptotic cell death.26

The development of a functionalized polymer research on mesoporous silica. Doxorubicin (DOX), a model drug for 
the treatment of drug-resistant non-small cell lung cancer, is to be delivered by a system of mesoporous silicon 
nanoparticles (NPs) coated with polydopamine and functionalized with d-a-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succi-
nate (TPGS). MSNs-DOX@PDA-TPGS has superior in vivo therapeutic efficacy when compared to free DOX and 
DOX-loaded NPs without TPGS ligand alteration. It also has an exceptional capacity to overcome multidrug resistance. 
Other hydrophilic and hydrophobic medications can also be delivered using this wonderful drug delivery system.79

The subsequent work involved the creation of functionalized polymer of Mesoporous Silica MCM-41 nanoparticles 
carrying the stable isotope holmium-165 (165Ho). The 400 nm particles were exposed to an aqueous solution of 165Ho 
acetylacetonate for 24 hours at room temperature. Holmium-166-containing mesoporous silica (166Ho-MCM-41) 
nanoparticles (20.8 ± 1.9% w/w 166Ho) were created by thermal neutron irradiation of the obtained solid in 
a PULSTAR nuclear reactor (reactor power = 1 MW; thermal neutron flux of approximately 5.5 or 7.7 1012 n/cm2 s). 
Orthotopic non-small cell lung cancer A549-luciferase tumor-bearing mice were given the 166Ho-MCM-41 nanoparti-
cles intravenously (i.v.). Tumors were shown to have an initial dosage per gram (ID/g) of tissue of 4.5 ± 3.9% after 24 
hours, and this value grew to 58.8 ± 34.7% ID/g after one week.80

The Impact of Targeting Mediator Addition on Mesoporous Silica for Lung 
Cancer Treatment
A study of functionalized ligand targeting on mesoporous nanoparticle silica was created for cetuximabcapped (MP-SiO2 
NP) as the drug carrier to effectively target EGFR mutant lung cancer cells and release loaded medications like 
doxorubicin and gefitinib. Instead of lung cancer cells with low EGFR levels, this novel nanomedicine can precisely 
target those with high EGFR expression. A considerable suppression of cell growth was seen when the gefitinib-loaded 
cetuximab-capped MP-SiO2 NP was used to treat a gefitinib-resistant cell line derived from PC9 cells (PC9-DR). 
Additionally, the PC9-DR xenograft tumors were successfully stopped in their tracks by this nanomedicine. This tumor 
suppression resulted from the efficient release of gefitinib caused by elevated glutathione (GSH) levels in PC9-DR cells 
and the endocytosis of significant amounts of nanomedicine. Overall, our study offers a unique method for treating 
EGFR-TKI resistance utilizing cetuximab modified MP-SiO2 NP, which has a high potential for successfully treating 
lung cancer with an EGFR mutation.81

For the myricetin (Myr) molecule, further research of functionalized ligand targeting on mesoporous silica was 
proposed. Multidrug resistance protein (MRP-1) siRNA was coupled with drug-loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
(MSN). To increase the therapeutic effectiveness of Myr for the treatment of NSCLC, folic acid (FA) was added to the 
surface of the produced nanoparticles. The gathered nanoparticles demonstrated a continuous release of Myr under 
physiological circumstances. Compared to non-targeted nanoparticles, FA-conjugated nanoformulations showed 
a considerable uptake in lung cancer cells. The findings of the in vitro drug release tests indicated that FA-conjugated 
MSN with Myr and MRP-1 nanoparticles released the drug more slowly than free Myr and MSN mixed with Myr. 
Treatments with FA-conjugated MSN in combination with Myr and MRP-1 significantly decreased the cell viability of 
lung cancer cell lines, including A549 and NCI-H1299, and were also associated with a reduction in colony formation. 
Additionally, FA-conjugated MSN loaded with Myr and MRP-1 dramatically increased the expression levels of cleaved 
Caspase-3 and PARP as well as triggered apoptosis in lung cancer cells. Results from in vivo fluorescence experiments 
showed that FA-conjugated MSN with Myr and MRP-1 nanoparticles may aggregate preferentially at tumor locations. 
FA-conjugated MSN loaded with Myr and MRP-1 nanoparticles could more successfully and with fewer negative effects 
inhibit tumor growth as compared to free Myr and MSN mixed with MRP-1/Myr nanoparticles. Overall, FA-conjugated 
nanoparticulate system might offer a cutting-edge and efficient platform for treating NSCLC.27
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Another outstanding work for functionalized ligand targeting on mesoporous silica was designed to produce the 
peptides in binding particularly to MT2-MMP, a phage-displayed 12 peptide library was used, and the affinity of peptides 
toward MT2-MMP was found by multitest methods. The findings demonstrated that a particular peptide with the 
sequence HHRLHSAPPPQA (MT2-AF5p), which targets the MT2-MMP, has a high selectivity and great affinity for 
lung cancers. To create a chemotherapeutic drug-targeted delivery system (DOX-laden FMSN@MT2-AF5p), MT2-AF5p 
was coupled onto fluorescent mesoporous silica nanoparticles (FMSN-NH2) and loaded with doxorubicin (DOX) to 
further accomplish specific targeting and precise therapeutic effects. The DOX-loaded FMSN@MT2-AF5p increased 
DOX release in an acidic environment. Most importantly, as demonstrated by the fluorescence imaging ex vivo, 
FMSN@MT2-AF5p effectively targeted the tumor location. The innovative peptide-functionalized nanoparticles are 
potential for clinical usage as a precise targeting nanodrug for lung cancer diagnosis and therapy because they have good 
biocompatibility.82

The subsequent study used metformin as a drug payload to functionalize ligands targeting on mesoporous silica for 
the treatment of lung cancer. In this study, hyaluronic acid (HA) coated mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) were 
used for the active targeting and efficient delivery of metformin because HA has the ability to specifically target CD44 
receptors that are overexpressed on the surface of non-small lung cancer cells. Due to Metf@MSNs-HA’s effective 
CD44-targeting ability and distribution, MTT and qPCR results also showed that Metf-loaded MSNs-HA (Metf@MSNs- 
HA) had superior cytotoxicity and pro-apoptotic effects against the A549 lung cancer cells compared to free Metf and 
MSNs@Metf. In addition, it was shown that Metf@MSNs-HA could effectively activate the AMP-activated protein 
kinase (AMPK) pathway, inhibit the mammalian target rapamycin (mTOR), and increase growth inhibition. This 
exploratory research demonstrated the enormous potential of Metf@MSNs-HA in lung cancer cell targeting treatment.83

Targeted medication delivery techniques for cancer therapy were developed using manufactured epidermal growth 
factor receptor antibody (EGFRAb) conjugated silica nanorattles (SNs). According to the results of the current study, 
lung cancer cells internalize silica nanoparticles at a higher rate than normal lung cells. Additionally, in vitro research 
amply demonstrated that pyrrolidine-2 loaded EGFRAb-SN significantly decreased cPLA2 activity, arachidonic acid 
production, and cell proliferation in H460 cells. When compared to free pyrrolidine-2 and pyrrolidine-2 loaded SNs, 
pyrrolidine-2 loaded EGFRAb-SN dramatically increased cytotoxicity, cell cycle arrest, and death in human non-small 
cell lung cancer cells. Silica nanorattles and EGFRAb-SN-pyrrolidine-2 displayed negligible systemic toxicity in healthy 
Balb/c mice, according to an in vivo toxicity study. On the non-small cell lung cancer subcutaneous model, the EGFRAb- 
SN-pyrrolidine-2 demonstrated significantly greater antitumor efficacy (38%) and increased tumor inhibition rate than the 
pyrrolidine-2. The low toxicity and strong therapeutic potentials of EGFRAb-SN-pyrrolidine-2 were thus confirmed by 
the current research, which may offer compelling evidence for silica nanorattles as novel potential carriers for targeted 
drug delivery systems.84

The final one in this method used folate as a ligand target for mesoporous silica. The monitoring of folate receptor 
levels in active cancer cells has gained growing attention, although the currently employed fluorescent probes frequently 
encounter interference from non-target cell surface adsorption. In this study, folic acid is used as a template molecule, 
a mesoporous silica nanoparticle serves as an imprinting medium, and a CdTe quantum dot serves as a signal transducer 
for the detection of the folate receptor. Based on the high affinity between folic acid and the folate receptor, this method 
is intended to provide selective recognition of the folate receptor over other compounds. The probe can be used for 
targeted A549 cell imaging since it is stable, monodispersed in aqueous suspension, and has low toxicity to living cells. 
Because of its improved biocompatibility, lower cytotoxicity, and higher membrane permeability, the living cell imaging 
investigations further highlight its utility in bioimaging cell-surface folate receptor.86

Comparison
Mesoporous silica is used throughout the system, and its primary objective is to improve the physicochemical properties 
of active pharmaceutical ingredients, such as solubility and stability. These ingredients can take the form of isolate 
compounds, proteins, enzymes, RNA, and other active ingredients; however, in this case, they can also be in the form of 
these or other forms. Additionally, some of the methods included in this analysis were designed primarily to target the 
delivery system and boost effectiveness.
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According to the active ingredient content, non-functionalized mesoporous silica can be made with a variety of active 
ingredients, including genes like the Si-RNA gene and the P53 gene, conventional drugs like paclitaxel, bortezomib, 
doxorubicin, and ruthenium, and even fish oil that has been extracted. The functionalized polymer or ligand targeting 
mesoporous silica is very similar to the initial system and contains an active component that can be either the Si-RNA 
gene or more conventional anticancer medications like doxorubicin, gefitinib, myricetin, and metformin. Judging from 
other parameters, such as methods, there are also no specific pattern differences related to the synthesis strategy applied 
for each system. However, throughout, the solvent evaporation method is probably the most widely used synthesis 
technique, followed by sol gel, templates, and precipitation.

The distinction is clear in the objective of the modification, non-functionalized mesoporous silica is typically to 
improve the physicochemical properties of the active components and for drug combination delivery systems. The design 
of functionalized polymers, in general, differs in that the polymer can regulate the release of the active therapeutic 
ingredient through a variety of release mechanisms, including swelling and erosion. Polymer addition is sometimes used 
in systems as a bridge for other conjugates. The functionalized ligand system on mesoporous silica then explicitly seeks 
to acquire a targeted delivery system, which in this case is mediated by each targeting mediator that conjugates directly 
on mesoporous silica and has an affinity for receptors or enzymes expressed by lung cancer.

Limitation and Challenge
Controlled Synthesis
Precisely creating silica mesoporous nanoparticles involves using templates like surfactant micelles or organic templates 
to shape the silica structure. Changes in factors such as temperature, pH, and surfactant concentration can influence the 
formation kinetics of these templates, leading to variations in pore structures, sizes, and shapes. The mechanisms driving 
these changes are intricate, involving interactions among the template, precursors, and reaction conditions.87–90

Stability
Silica nanoparticles typically remain stable under normal circumstances, but exposure to extreme pH, temperature, or 
specific chemicals can cause their structure to dissolve and alter. This alteration arises from the disruption of chemical 
bonds within the silica lattice. Acidic or basic environments and high temperatures can expedite this bond-breaking 
process.87–90

Biocompatibility and Toxicity
The compatibility of silica mesoporous nanoparticles with biological systems depends on aspects like nanoparticle size, 
surface charge, and surface chemistry. Nanoparticles of particular sizes can enter cells via endocytosis, potentially 
leading to negative cellular responses. The mechanisms involved encompass interactions between nanoparticles and cells, 
including uptake, trafficking within cells, and the potential release of harmful substances from the nanoparticle 
surface.87–90

Cargo Loading and Release
Incorporating therapeutic agents into mesoporous silica nanoparticles involves capillary condensation, where the 
nanopores are filled with liquid. The release rate hinges on variables like pore size, interactions between the nanoparticle 
surface and the cargo, and the nature of the cargo (hydrophobic or hydrophilic). The mechanisms include cargo diffusion 
through nanopores and detachment from the surface.87–90

Surface Functionalization
Modifying the surface of silica mesoporous nanoparticles entails attaching molecules to the nanoparticle exterior. 
Achieving consistent and enduring functionalization can be complex due to steric hindrance, where functional groups 
compete for available surface spots. Weak bonds between functional groups and the nanoparticle surface can also result 
in detachment or instability over time.87–90
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Scale-Up
Expanding the synthesis of nanoparticles can introduce fluctuations in reaction kinetics and mass transfer. These 
fluctuations may lead to disparities in nanoparticle attributes such as size, shape, and properties. The mechanisms 
include alterations in mixing dynamics, heat and mass movement, and interactions among reagents and 
templates.87–90

Characterization Techniques
Analyzing mesoporous nanoparticles necessitates specialized techniques that provide insight into their attributes. These 
techniques rely on interactions between particles and various forms of energy (eg, electrons in TEM, X-rays in XRD) to 
generate data or images. However, accessibility to these techniques and the precision of measurements can vary, leading 
to limitations in characterization.87–90

Aggregation and Dispersion
Nanoparticle aggregation results from attractive forces between particles. Counteracting this aggregation involves 
introducing repulsive forces through modifications to the surface or using dispersants. Mechanisms encompass van der 
Waals forces, electrostatic interactions, and steric hindrance.87–90

Challenges Specific to Applications
Different applications possess distinct requirements. In catalysis, mechanisms encompass reactant diffusion into nano-
pores and interaction with active sites. In sensing, mechanisms involve interactions between target analytes and 
functional groups on the nanoparticle surface, inducing signal changes.87–90

Regulatory Approval
Obtaining regulatory approval involves comprehensive testing to ascertain nanoparticle safety. Nanoparticles can interact 
with biomolecules within cells, potentially inducing immune responses or cellular stress. Mechanisms encompass cellular 
uptake, pathways of internalization, and interactions between nanoparticles and cells.87–90

Adverse Effect and Biologic Response
Inflammatory Reaction
Silica nanoparticles hold the capacity to incite an inflammatory reaction within the body, particularly upon introduction 
into the bloodstream or various tissues. This response involves activating immune cells, such as macrophages, leading to 
the emission of inflammatory cytokines. The underlying mechanism of this reaction revolves around immune cells 
recognizing the nanoparticles as foreign agents, prompting efforts to eliminate them from the body.85,91–93

Activation of Immune Cells
Upon encountering silica nanoparticles, immune cells like macrophages can internalize them through a process called 
phagocytosis. This internalization initiates immune responses as the cells strive to break down and clear the nanopar-
ticles. During this process, the release of reactive oxygen species (ROS) contributes to oxidative stress and 
inflammation.85,91–93

Cellular Toxicity
Silica nanoparticles possess the potential to exert direct toxicity on cells, particularly under conditions of elevated 
concentration or prolonged exposure. These effects stem from interactions between nanoparticles and cellular compo-
nents, which can disrupt normal cellular processes and ultimately lead to cell death.85,91–93
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Immune Recognition
Silica nanoparticles have the potential to be identified by the immune system as foreign entities, prompting the activation 
of mechanisms for immune surveillance. This recognition triggers immune responses with the goal of neutralizing and 
eliminating these nanoparticles from the body.85,91–93

Fibrosis Reaction
Extended exposure to elevated concentrations of specific types of silica nanoparticles can trigger a fibrotic response, 
characterized by excessive connective tissue formation. This reaction has the potential to impede tissue function and 
impact organ health.85,91–93

Impact of Size and Surface Area
Nanoparticle size and surface area wield significant influence over their interactions with the immune system. Smaller 
nanoparticles are more prone to entering cells and tissues, potentially intensifying immune responses.85,91–93

Surface Chemistry Effects
Surface chemistry, encompassing factors like surface charge and functional groups, can shape how silica nanoparticles 
interact with immune cells and biomolecules. Alterations to the nanoparticle surface can modify these interactions and 
subsequently impact the resulting immune responses.85,91–93

Distribution and Elimination in the Body
The body’s distribution, processing, and elimination of nanoparticles significantly contribute to their potential negative 
effects. Silica nanoparticles that remain within the body for extended durations might elevate the likelihood of triggering 
immune responses or other undesirable outcomes.85,91–93

Author Perspective
The high concentration or supersaturation level of drug within mesoporous silica was formed because the monomole-
cularly dispersed drug on the surface of the mesopores can rapidly dissolve into the dissolution medium through the 
interaction of water molecules with the hydrophilic group of drugs. Thus, the dissolved drug can be rapidly released from 
the pore of mesoporous into the bulk dissolution medium. Moreover, the inhibition of drug crystallization within 
mesoporous silica can contributed to the improvement of solubility and stability from poorly water-soluble drugs 
(Figure 7). 94–96 Two mechanisms can be used to directly explain how non-functionalized mesoporous silica inhibit 
drug crystallization leading to improvement of solubility and stability. The first is through molecular interactions that are 
formed between the active ingredients in drugs and the hydroxyl groups on the surface porous of mesoporous silica. This 
enables changes in the active ingredients’ properties, which have low solubility in water become more soluble due to the 
intervention of the properties of amorphous silica. The second is to keep the drug in an amorphous state; the active 
ingredient is located in silica pores, preventing drug molecules from interacting with one another and preventing the 
process of recrystallization, in addition, the small particle size on this system also can influence the solubility and 
dissolution rate. Because of this action, it can also be argued that mesoporous silica can maintain the active ingredient’s 
stability; this is one of the purposes of the nanoconfinement system.

This design is slightly different from the functionalized polymer mesoporous silica design in that it typically uses 
additional polymer on the surface of mesoporous silica, where the polymer is the outermost (Figure 8). 97–99 Due to this 
polymer’s sensitivity to solvent presence, pH, and other medium conditions, this polymer can act as an agent that can 
control drug release. This modified delivery system is able to increase drug effectiveness by extending the duration of 
action. Normally, hydrophilic or a combination of hydrophilic and lipophilic polymers are used; however, using a pH 
sensitive polymer, such as eudragit, allows this system to have delayed release properties. The use of polymers as co- 
carriers in modification of mesoporous silica, also often functions as a connecting agent for targeting mediators in 
targeted delivery systems.
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Functionalized mesoporous silica ligand is the third design, and it is primarily suited for targeted delivery systems. 
Targeting mediators that are especially able to bind with transmembrane receptors that are overexpressed by cancer cells 
results in the targeted delivery system in this system. The efficiency of therapy is increased because to this process, which 
enables the medications created to have selective cell activity.

Figure 7 The mechanism of drug release improvement from the drug within non-functionalized mesoporous silica. 
Note: Data from these studies.94–96

Figure 8 Functionalized polymer/ligand on mesoporous silica. 
Note: Data from these studies.97–99
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The Future Prospective
Three system designs have been developed for the modification of mesoporous silica for the treatment of lung cancer. 
The first is a simple design that only uses mesoporous silica as the main carrier and aims to improve the physicochemical 
issues of the active ingredients and their stability. The second is functionalized mesoporous silica, which has the primary 
goal of providing a changed delivery system to a specific delivery system. This review discovered that polymers and 
ligands are additional agents in the mesoporous silica formula. Based on this analysis, we draw the conclusion that 
mesoporous silica may one day prove to be an effective alteration for treating lung cancer.

One intriguing aspect to contemplate for future advancement is the presence of limitations and challenges. Challenges 
arise at various stages of the lifecycle of silica mesoporous nanoparticles. Achieving precise synthesis involves the 
manipulation of parameters such as temperature and pH, which in turn impact the formation of pore structures. Despite 
their inherent stability, exposure to extreme conditions can disturb their structural integrity. The compatibility with 
biological systems is contingent on factors like dimensions, charge, and composition, influencing their interactions with 
cells. Incorporation of therapeutic substances entails capillary condensation, and the subsequent release process is 
dictated by factors including pore size and the properties of the loaded cargo. The modification of their surface 
encounters obstacles due to factors like steric hindrance and the fragility of bonds. Scaling up the synthesis introduces 
variability, and the accurate characterization necessitates the use of specialized techniques with varying levels of 
precision. The prevention of particle aggregation involves the introduction of repulsive forces. Different applications 
present distinct challenges. The acquisition of regulatory approval demands comprehensive testing due to the potential 
for unfavorable interactions.

Another topic under consideration pertains to a significant obstacle in the treatment of lung cancer, which is drug 
resistance. Addressing this concern, the utilization of a targeted drug delivery system involving silica mesoporous 
materials emerges as a potential strategy for tackling the issue of treatment inefficacy linked to multiple drug resistance in 
clinical treatment.
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